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Is there “someone” or “something” in your life that needs to changed, re-evaluated or removed? Enrich and
empower yourself by learning from television personality and one of the leading experts in Ancient
Numerology and Color Therapy Miss J.R. Stewart, inside her book “Psychic Designed; Change your Colors
Change Your Life.” Based on religious and historical encoding, learn how certain colors and numbers can
boost your self-confidence; make you look sexier or slimmer, bring out your creativity and strength, and give
you a greater understanding of why some numbers/colors bring extreme luck, while others signal downfall
and destruction! Learn with Psychic Designed; “If You Change Your Colors, You Can Change Your Life!” •
Improve your outlook on your life and how you can achieve your state of happiness right now! • Enhance
your social and romantic relationships and take them to a higher and deeper level of understanding, and most
importantly how to deepen your understanding of your soul’s purpose. • Learn why certain people act out
and behave as they do, and how to use this information to your advantage! • Uncover your Destiny: What is
prophesied religiously and historically for you right now. • Unlock the personality codes for not only
yourself but for anyone you desire. Learn how to read and understand your boss, your co-workers, and your
friends and family! • Discover what now has been medically proven, how Color Therapy can enhance, enrich
and evolve your life. • Unleash the DNA structure codes according to your own personalized genetic map. •
Examine and explore how every religion including Christianity, Judaism, New Age, Buddhism, and
Catholicism, organized and unorganized educational systems, governments, and even common households
from every civilized county uses the practice of Color Therapy and The Ancient Codes of Numerology daily
in their specific lifestyle regimens, and how this specifically and directly relates to you! Discover why God
has given you the personality, the challenges, and the promised victory designed uniquely for you and how to
activate you life’s plan right now! Miss J.R. Stewart, PhD. is a leading expert in Numerology, Hypnosis &
Prismatic Color Therapy; and she is the author of the beautifully designed color illustrated book; "Psychic
Designed; Change your Colors, Change your Life". “Psychic Designed” is written in such a manner that
promotes educating yourself in a humorous yet enlightening way, to a subject matter that you might not have
never have given a second chance to before; numbers and colors, and their in-depth meanings. The focus of
the book is to teach how numbers and colors have been proven historically through science, religion, and
culture to have influence and insight on the personalities, values, and spiritual belief systems of mankind.
Miss J.R. Stewart has been featured on numerous national television and radio shows all over the country,
for her vast appeal as a “Life Coach Stylist” showcasing her unique ability to decode the secrets of Colors
and Numbers, for total inner and outer Transformations. She has been seen on Access Hollywood/Kiss for a
Cause as well as featured on NBC’s news show Dateline as a Life Coach Stylist, Soap Network's "Soap
Talk", HGTV’s "Deserving Design", VH1, The Sci-Phi Channel, The MTV Awards, ABC, Disney, The
Grammy Awards, The Oscars, and The Golden Globes.
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From reader reviews:

Luther Keller:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold
on guys this kind of aren't like that. This Psychic Designed book is readable simply by you who hate the
straight word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience
without leaving also decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer regarding Psychic
Designed content conveys the idea easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not
different in the content material but it just different such as it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Psychic
Designed is not loveable to be your top checklist reading book?

Alice Weaver:

The e-book with title Psychic Designed has lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This book exist new know-how the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you with new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Teresa Obannon:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get lot of
stress from both day to day life and work. So , if we ask do people have free time, we will say absolutely
indeed. People is human not only a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you have when the
spare time coming to you actually of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading ebooks. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the particular book you have read
is actually Psychic Designed.

David Myers:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this Psychic Designed reserve written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who all read the book.
Written within good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
hunger then you still doubt Psychic Designed as good book not only by the cover but also with the content.
This is one book that can break don't assess book by its handle, so do you still needing a different sixth sense
to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to a different sixth sense.
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